
Ch. 13, 10, & 20 IMF & chemical reactions/equations test 70 points (3 ec) honors chem 

Academic Honesty: The answers on this test are my own and I am using only the allowed set of notes as 

described in the syllabus. I have not discussed the test questions with anyone before or during the test nor have 

I seen the test questions prior to the exam. If you violate any of the preceding items or do not sign, your 
semester grade is a F. 

Signature: ________ _ 

Feel free to adjust the amount of spacing between problems to fit your answer. 

1. Fi11-in the below blank using the lowest ratio of integers; if it's "l ", then enter "1 ". [ 8 points] 
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b. 2,.. lithium piosphate + ) magnesium nitrate -

nitrate 

2. Identify the type(s) of the below reactions using the below choices. If it's a redox reaction, then identify the· 
a-torn.-E@r-the atom in the molecule}that is oxidized or red]Jced. [ 15 points] 

a. Single replacement reactio:·-(3 ,t,I";" .e ~- Do~ble replacement reaction 

c. Combustion reaction 

e. Synthesis reaction 

g. Acid - base reaction 

Chemical equation 
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H4C2 + H2 - H6C2 

H6C2 + 02 - CO2 + H20 

KCI + NaF -NaCl + KF 

Pb(N03) 2 + LiBr -LiN03 

Sn(N03) 2 + Cu - Cu(N03) 2 

d. Precipitation reaction 

f. Redox reaction 

h. Decomposition reaction 
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use above letter(s) 
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is oxidized -
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3. Write the molt~,~l~i.~·quation then the net:LoJJJ6 .. equ>ation. If there is no net ionic equation, then write "no 
NIE". If the molecular equation is the same as the net ionic equation, then write "same as ME". [20 points] 
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bi. Mix aqueous solutions of lithium carbonate and hydrogen sulfate , 
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d. Add solid zinc to an aqueous solution of copper (II) nitrate 
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4. What is the relative vapor pressure of water versus carbon dioxide ? What is the basis / rationale using e,~~ :11 
concepts'~ IMF. [10 points] 
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6. Sketch /label a vapor pressure versus temperature graph with two curves - one is for methane (CH4) and 
the other is for ethane (C2H6) - identify which curve is for which of the preceding compounds. What is,the basis 
/ rationale to identify the curve in the graph ? [10 points] 
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